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ABSTRACT

THE MANUAL WARGAMING PROCESS: DOES OUR CURRENT METHOD
GIVE US THE OPTIMUM SOLUTION? by MAJ Walter E. Kretchik, USA, 68
pages.

This monograph analyzes the manual wargaming portion of the

U.S. Army's decision-making cycle in order to determine if the

process deduces the optimum course of action. The monograpn

begins by examining game theory, which is the theoretical basis

for wargaming. This examination establishes that game theory

provides two theoretical models for decision-making, one based

upon enemy capabilities avd the other on enemy intentions. The

analysis continues by examining the historical development of

wargaming and its incorporation as a decision-making tool. Using

theory-based criteria, the monograph reviews current American,

Cerman, British, and Soviet war gaming methods at the division

level. The three criteria analyze how well a methodology pro-
vides a rational opponent, considers friendly and enemy :nten-

tians, and uses rational control or rules.

The monograph concludes that the current U.S. wargaming

method does not give us the optimum solution, largely because it

is difficult to discover enemy intentions before a decision is

made by the friendly commander. If a friendly commander knew

ediat the eneaty's intentions wrre, he would choose the appropriate

course of action to counter it. However, since the commander can

only base his decision on enemy capabilities--or what his enemy

can (vice will) do--his course of action choice becomes merely a

"best guess. " The monograph then suggests remedies to bring us

closer to an optimum course of action.
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I. Int rod uct i on

The increasingly complex demands made by modern forces and
by modern warfare . . . have led to an explosion in the
amount of data processed by any giver, command system to.
carry out the mission. As the quantity of data rose, the

difficulty of interpreting it in preparation for decision-
making grew ....

Martin Van Creveld
Command In War

Decision-making is a process rather than just a goal.l

Specifically, military tactical decision-making is a dynamic,

continuous cycle. In addition, decisions &bout current arnc

future operations often occur si,.iultaneously.2

The United States Army endorses a standardized, tactical

decision-making process that serves as a methodology for guiding

tactical commanders and their staffs in the apppicxsiacn ou Air-

Land Battle doctrine. Army Field Manual 101-5, Staff Organiza-

tion and Operations, is the primary doctrinal source that

describes that decision-making process.

Within the military decision-making process is a procedural

step called the "Estimate of the Situation," which includes steps

to analyze and compare a commander's courses of action. The

decision-maker develops a course of action using the criteria of

feasiblity, suitability, and acceptability. 1 feasible course of

action is "doable"; it offers a reasonable expectation of suc-

cess. A suitable course of action should result in the desired

effect. Finally, an acceptable course of action means the

expected results are worth the estimated cost of executing the

course of action. After a course of action is developed, it is

analyzed using wargaming.3
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Wargaming is the process of systematically thinking ascut

the chain of events that occur as a unit executes a course of

action. Wargaming tries to visualize the flow of a battle.

By using friendly strengths and dispositions, enemy assets,
possible friendly and enemy courses of action, ind a set
piece of ground, wargaming attempts to foresee the action,
reaction, and counteraction dynamics of a battle.4

Thus, the wargamer first determines friendly acticns. These

are simply any feasible friendly moves against an enemy. This

step leads to the next part of the sequence, crr the enemy reac-

tion. The reaction procedure considers all r;'oves the enemy mi9ght

make to counter the friendly move. The wargamer asks himself,

"If I do this, what can and will the enemy do?" By answering

that question, the wargamer then must move into the counteract;:n

step to determine answers to the question, "If he does this, vihat

should and can I ro?"5

The tactical commander's visualization and evaluation of

courses of action through wargaming is important. To win on the

bLttlefield the comnander must first throughly understand all the

options available to him in defeating the enemy.6 Then he must

choose a course of action from those options that will allow him

to best accomplish his mission.7

Because I am not sure that our wargaming process achieves

that end, this monograph will try to answer the question: Does

the current United States Army manual wargaming process determine

the optimum course of action for the tactical commander? I will

attempt to solve that problem by first examining the theoretical

basis for wargaming; this examination should help rwe determine
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criteria for analyzing the current warganing methodology. Next,

my investigation of the historical evolution of wargaming should

illustratw how arid why wargaming becamn an accrpted part of the

decision-making process. Finally, I will analyze the current

United States Army tactical decision-making process, Lising my

criteria, to evaluate how well we perform the wargaming process.

I will limit my inquiry to the division level due to space

limitations.

By conducting these analyses I hope to determine whether cri

not our wargame process is consistent with theory. If not, I

hope to determine if this inconsistency gives us a less than

optimum solution. Simultaneously with my analysir of the U.S.

process, I will also analyze the current division level, Army

decision-making processes of Germany, Britain, and the Soviet

Union. I will attempt to discover any advantages or disadvan-

tages of their wargaming processes which might improve U.S. Army

wargaming.

Several assurmiptions are necessary in order to answer the

research question. First, wargaming will continue to be an inte-

gral pArt of the tactical decision-making process sincp command-

ers must have a methodology to decide which course of action is

best. A second assumption is that manual wargarning--as opposed

to automated methods--will continue to be the process of choice

at the division level. Perhaps the Army will someday field a

useful, Lutomated wargaming system. A 1989 Army Research Insti-

tute (ARI) experiment, which compared manual versus automated

wargaming results, determined that automated means had no
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significant advantages over manual processes.8

II. gAME THEORY

War gaming is a derivation of a mathemati-a1 theory known as

gaming. While this section is but a brief overview of game

theory, it is necessary to examine this theory to grasp how war

gaming originated as a decision-making tool.

Game theory is a branch of mathematics developed to deal

with conflict of interest situations in the social sciences. its

origins go back to the mid-19P-'s, to articles written by Smile

Borel and John von Neumann. Von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern

later established the field of gaming in 1953, when they pub-

lished Theory of Games and EcQnomic Behavior. This book, hailed

as a major scientific achievement, is still the primary work in

the field.9

6ame theory is not about games as most people think of them.

Game theorists define a game as any social situation involving

two or more players in which the interests of the players are

interdependent.10 According to the noted game theorist, Frank

Zagare, "While poker and parchesi are games, so are wage bargain-

ing, . . . arms races, and war."11

The crux of the von Neumann/Morgenstern theory of games is

that one player can select an optimum st,-ategy from a number of

possibilities without knowing the strategies of the other player.

A "payoff," or the benefits accrued from a particular strategy,

may be positive, negative, or zero. Thus, given any interaction

with your opponent, you always win, lose, or draw. This concept,

known as a "zero-sum" game, means your gains equal your
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opponent's losses and vice versa; if neither side gains or loses,

the game ends in a draw. 12

Interactive gaming, according to von Neumann and Morgen-

stern, needs three basic components: a rational actor, rational

control, and strategies that consider the opponent's actions as

well as friendly ones.13 These components will later form the

basis of my criteria for evaluating the U.S. wargarning process.

A rational actor is someone who looks out for his own interests

and pursues a strategy (course of action) to achieve those inter-

*sts.14 In pursuing this strategy, the rational actor cpposes

any move by an opponent which might prevent hirn from accomplish-

ing his goal. Similarly, his rational opponent also anticipates

were he might be Llocked from his goal and acts to prevent this.

The rational actor concept is basic to the von Neu-

mann/lMorgenstern theory of gaming. The game cannot exist if

either player is irrational. Von Neumann notes that an irra-

tional opponent is not governed entirely by reason in reaching

his ducisiorns. An irrational opponent does jot know what he

w4nts, fails to define his goals, and does riot seek the attain-

ment of those objectives.15 Thus, there cannot be a game, if one

player is not cooperating.

Von Neumann and Morgenstern define rational control as

rules or principles to which actions or procedures must conform

or intend to conform.16 While many wargaming rules can be used

for decision-making, they tend to fall into one of two

categories: rigid or free-form.17

Rigid games specify all rules before game start. Rigio
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games include chess, poker, and other similar interactive games.

Because a finite number of moves exist for any situation, rnathe-

matical analysis determines which moves provide an opimtnum solu-

tion under given circumstances. In chess, for example, bacause a

player can only move oie piece per turn1 his future move% can be

mathematically forecasted using probability theory. 18

Free-form games, on the other hand, are loosely defined ano

imaginative. They are "diplomatic" an nature; that i1, consensus

trfquently determines results. qri example of a free-form game i•

the child's game of tag. The players execute the Dame differ-

ently each time by varying the rules to suit the conditions.

Frnm-form games, accordirng to von Neumann and Morgenst;ern,

closely mirror the realities of our interactive world because

these games are how actors analyze complex situatiorns,, select

strategies, and then make and implement decisions. 19

The process of considering both friendly and opposing

actions is tuie last required component for a game. These act ions

fall into eithr- of two categories: capabilitieb- ocr intertions.20

Capabilities are strategies that either you or an opponent

might take. By considering an, opponent's capabilities, an actor

must consider all likely (theoretically, all possible) options

available to himself and an opponent because he is uncertain as

to which option his opponwnt will choose. For instance, both

players can attack, defend, withdraw, or do nothing. 21

Intentions, meanwhile, are strategies that have already beer,

selected for execution. The decision to commit to a strategy

cr'eates indicators that might cue an actor that his opponent has
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made a decision to execute a strategy. The actor then formulates

c counter-strategy to stop his opponent's intended action.22

Von Ne.mann and Mc.rqanstern developed two theoretical roaeli

dealing with thi process of determining strategies based upon

1) whether or not an opponent is c amablke of doing something (the

minorayn or max2-min gadt), or 2) intendls to take some kind of

action (the majorant or mini-max game).23 Both theoretical riod-

.t1s tr> to select a minimal-risk option from available choices,

givwn the time available to collect information regarding an

opponent's intentions. If an actor knows litt)e about an oppo-

nent's intentions and must make a decision with available infer-

mation, von Neumann and .- irgenstern recommend the raxi-min model.

If an actor has the time to deduce an opponent's intentions, then

von Neumann and Morgenstern suggest the mini-max nodel.24 Why we

use these particular decision models will be explained later in

this suction.

I) 1951, Colonel Oliver Haywood, USAF, wrote & RAND paper

entitled lilitarv Dostrine of Decision and the von Neumann Theory

of Ialg. Psywood's paper applied von Neumann/Morgenstern's game

theory to military decision-making and became the basis for how

we perform wargaming today. Haywood deduced that a friendly

military commander equated to a rational actor because they both

establish objectives, pursue courses of aLtior to achieve those

objectives, and block an opposing commander's attempts to keep

them from their goal. Haywood assumed, as gamfe theory assumes,

that a rational enemy opponent behaves in a similar rmanner.

Therefore, Haywood concluded that any decision-making process
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must consider a rational enemy opponent.25

Mrovover, Haywood believed that "The Estimate of the Situa-

tion,= an analytical method for military problem-solving, was

identical to game theory's rational control concept. Haywood

noted that the estimate process made commanders conform to at,

analytical method for decision-making. By confocrmlng to an

aceepted decision-making process, military commanders were, in,

effect, following established norms. Thus, Haywood concluded

that the estimate process equates to von Neumann/Morgensterr,'s

rational control criterion because it establishes rules.26

Furthermore, Haywood believed that a commander seeking a

decision wants a course of action (von Neumann/Morgensternis

"strategy") that has more advantages than disadvantages with

respect to the enemy's ability to oppose it. In the example ira

Figure 1, Haywood used the von Neumann/Morgenstern maxi-min model

to develop a sample matrix based upon enemy capabilities:

ENEMY COURSES OF ACTION

FRIENDLY
I II 111 MINIMUM

1 failure excellent excellent I failure

2 good fair fair I

3 excellent defeat supsrior I defeat

In this situation, the friendly cownmnder created a matrix

basied upon ljimted •ajalablc information regarding his opponent;

specifically he only knew hi,. enemy's capabilities, L•u not his

imtentions. The friendly commander, in -this case, developed
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three possible friendly and enemy courses of action (COAs); natu-

rally, he could have developed more or fewer COAs. He then esti-

mated the effect of enemy capabilities on the probability of suc-

cess of each of his possible COAs. Haywood identified possible

payoffs-or degrees of predicted friendly success, given each

enemy COA--as superior, excellent, good, fair, failure, and

defeat. 27

The friendly comander's problem is to choose the COA that

has the best chance of success. He expects that his rational

enemy will try to do the same. Since he does not know what the

enemy intends to do, and vice versa, the friendly commander can

only make a decision based upon enemy capabilities. Given only

enrmy capabilities, the friendly commander cannot determine which

of his COAs has the best chance of success, because he lacks suf-

ficient information about his enemy to do so. Being conserva-

tive, the friendly commander scans his matrix looking for his

worst case result for each enemy COR. However, the friendly corn-

mander does not want to be overly cautious, so he picks the best

of the worst cases, thus "mamimizing his minimums" (maxi-min).28

Von Neumann and Morgenstern viewed the maxi-min model as a

less than optimum solution for selecting COAs. They believed

that a friendly actor making decisions that are dependent upon aro

opponent's capabilities must make the first CUR decision. His

opponent could then gain an advantage by developing a counter-

move. Haywood agreed with this belief, noting that,

Decisions based upon enemy capabilities require us to view
the situation from our perspective only. We then
assume . . . we are deciding first, for we do not know which



enemy coursem of action our opponent might select.
Selecting . . . first gives us a significant disadvantage.29

Haywood, however, describes a second type of decision-making

process, one where the commander visualizes the situation from

the enemy's point of view, determines enemy intentions, and

develops an optimum COA to counter it. As another example,

Haywood developed the sample table, shown in Figure 2.

FiQure 2

ENEMY COURSES OF ACTON
FRIENDLY
COA I II III

I failure excellent excellent

Sgood fair fair

3 excellent defeat superior

MAX OF ICae nt 6celen superior
COLUMN

This mini-max game considers reduced commander uncertainty

but is still conservative. Here the friendly commander assumes

the enemy commander made his decision first, because he has irndi-

cators of that decision. For example, the friendly commander

received reports that the enemy moved his command posts forward,

massed his artillery units, and cleared passage lanes forward

through his own mineficlds. These indicators of enemy activity

have led the friendly commander to assume that the enemy intends

to attack; however he is not abzolutely certain as to what the

enemy will do. He knows the enemy commander has three

probable-and closely related--COAs, but does not know which one

the enemy selected. Because he has indicators of what the enemy
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will do--as opposed to what he can do, the friendly commander

optimistically selects, for each enemy CDR, a COA that will give

him his best "payoff." The maximum value of each column is the

best outcome the friendly commander can imagine achieving against

that particular enemy COR.

Thus, the friendly commander, by choosing a COP after the

enemy has supposedly selected his, is in a position to choose the

optimum COA. If the ernemy commander selects COU I, for example,

then the friendly commander selects COU 3, which is the best or

optimum outcome against the opposing COP. On the other hand,

because he is uncertain as to what the enemy will do, the

friendly commander balances optimism with conservatism by choos-

inn the "worst of the best" cases.39 The worst outcome the

friendly commander, a conservative, can foresee is the minimum

value of the maximums found in the fourth row.31 In this case,

the friendly commander can choose %iither COR 1 or 2.

Decisions based upon intentions rather than capabilities

give the decision-raker art advantage over an opponent. As Hay-

wood puts it,

Making decisions or the basis of enemy intentions indicates

an outcome more optimum than one based on an estimate
of enemy capabilities. The advantage of deciding second is

significant. 32

in summary, my review of game theory identified three

required components of a game: rational actor, rational control,

and the recognition of friendly and enemy actions (capabilities

and intentions). However, with respect to the last criterion,

selecting an optimum COA to thwart enemy actions depends mort

11



upon knowing enemy intentions than knowing just capabilities.

Therefore, my third crittrion now becomes recognition of friendly

and enemy intentions, vice actions, because recognizing intent

should provide the optimum solution. By using these components

as criteria, I plan to analyze current wargaming methods to

arrive at an answer to my research question.

III. HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF WARGAMING

Before analyzing whether or not the U.S. Army's wargaming

method gives the optimum solution, a review of the historical

evolution of wargaming from the 1820's to the present can illus--

trate why wargaming has become such an important part of the

decision-making process.

Prior to the 1820's, decision-making was primarily a com-

mander's responsibility, and did not have much staff input.

Because officers varied greatly in professional ability, military

decisions were left to a fsw skilled individuals. Some command-

er•, such as Napoleon, used toy soldiers upon maps to visualize

how battles might be fought. The Prussians, however, conceived

the idea of developing professional staff officers who could

assist commanders in tactical planning. Thus, the wargame

evolved from the reed to train better staff officers.33

The Prussians first produced a set of wargaming rules inr

1824. The wargame focused on maneuvering units on a map. It

noon became a tool to help not only staffs, but also commanders

practice and sharpen their tactical skills by visualizing

battles from start to finish. 34

By 1828, a young lieutenant named Helmuth von Moltke became

12



an avid fan of wargaming. Molke promoted the importance of war-

gaming after he became the chief of staff in 1837.35 Wargaming

continued as a tactics trainer until the 1860's, when the Prus-

sians began using the game as an aid to decision-making. Pr'us-

sian commanders studied tactical situations, arrayed and moved

forces on maps, and then visualized the execution of various COAs

in their heads. The comanders then selected the best COA for

execution based upon the wargame results.36

The Germans impressed the world in 1870 with their swift

victory over the French. As a result, many nations studied Ger-

man successes and adopted German staff procedures, including war

gaming. Wargaming soon became a favorite decision-making tool

for many European armies between 1871 and 1914. The U.S. Army

also borrowed the German decision-making process, but failed to

describe how to use a structured framework to analyze COAs until

1919.37

Russian commanders also used wargaming for decision-making.

A Russian wargame played in April 1914 visualized a Russian inva-

sion of East Prussia. This wargame resulted in two Russian

armies being separated by terrain--and subsequently defeated in

detail. The lesson, however, was ignored because the two Russian

commanders argued with the umpire over how fast the German oppo-

nent could countermarch. The umpire capitulated and slowed the

German countermarch, which allowed the Russian commanders to mass

o•n the German player and destroy his army. Later that year, the

same two Russian armies, separated by terrain, suffered defeat irn

detail at the battles cf Tannenberg and the Masurian Lakes. 38

13



Wargaming declined in popularity after World War One, pri-

marily due to the excessive manpower required to perform a war-

game. Specificilly, wargames had grown from simply being a deci-

sion-making process on a map into major field exercises with hun-

dreds of controllers and additional staff participants.39 During

this interwar period, however, the U.S. Army developed Field Man-

ual (FM) 101-5 to help staffs conduct a logical investigation of

battlefield information in order to arrive at the best COA for

the situation.40 This manual focused on developing COAs, but did

not mention how the staff should analyze them.

Despite the lowered level of interest elsewhere, wargaming

continued to be popular in Germany. In the 1930's Adolf Hitler

Hitler demanded that German attacks be agonizingly wargamed to

determine friendly COAs, enemy reactions, and resulting German

variations to the basic plan. In 1939, the Germans wargamed

their planned 1940 attack into France; by so doing, they redis-

covered an important march axis through the Ardennes. 42 During

World War Two the Germans continued to wargame major operations

such as "Sea Lion," the planned invasion of England. Hitler's

generals believed in the wargaming process so -much that they

talked Hitler out of invading England after the wargame continu-

ally produced disa*terous results.43

Since the end of World War Two, the German wargaming system

has undergone many refinements, not only by Germany, but also by

other nations as well. In Europe and the United States,

decision-making using wargaming shifted from just being a map

14



exercise to including a formal analytiral process. Using this

logical process became both the norm and a necessity because

rapid technological change and improved weapons lethality meant

less time to make decisions. 44

In the 1950's, new decision-making techniques that employed

game theory were developed to cope with the exponentially

increasing flow of information.45 Game theory, as discussed in

the previous section, provided the structure for making warEaming

a formal process within the decision-making cycle. in 195'., U.S.

Army FM 101-5 made it clear that commanders needed to visualize

enemy COAs, and then reach decisions about how they would defeat

those eonmy COAs by using maps and military symbols as aids.46

Fr rnirr . 19 u • a•-w-'a .u..rou. natios-- fir,- .id their

decision-making processes by including wargaming. During this

tim, however, U.S. Army wargaming procedures differed from the

European methodology.

While the European methods of wargaming remained primarily a

commander's assessment of the situation, the U.S. Army process

became a command and itaf action.47 For example, in 1968 the

U.S. Army defined wargaming in FM 101-5 to be a method for the

commander and his staff to visualize friendly and enemy COAs as

the troops moved from current dispositions to the objective. 48

Later on, the 1972 FM 101-5 took a prescriptive approach. War-

gaming would now be performed around a situation map, with the

staff recommending three feasible friendly COAs for the commander

to consider.49 No mention was wade as to how many enemy COAs

should be considered.

15



The 1984 FM 101-5 eliminates some prescribed requiremernts

and--as did the 1972 version--cites wargaming as a method for

onalyzing COAs. However, the 1984 version fails to describe how

to conduct ,argaming. The Commend and General Staff College

(CGSC) attempted to fill this void by publishing Student Text

(ST) I00-9 in 1989 and 1991. These non-doctrinal CGSC products

discuss the wargaming process, specify the rules of wargaming,

and delineate how a COA should be analyzed to produce the best

soldtion under the given conditions. 5

In summary, wargaming began as a training device to teach

tactics to Prussian officers; however, it eventually transitioned

into a firmly ingrained decision-making aid. The reason for this

rise in importance is because war3aming helped commanders to not

only visualize possible battlefield events, but also better gna-

lyze the advantages and disadvantages of friendiy COAs versus

enemy COAs. While European wargaming remains primarily a com-

mander's function, the U.S. Army's method is both a commander and

a staff procedure. Whether or not either method is more advanta-

geous than the other will be examined in the next section.

Finally, while FM 101-5 is not specific as to how one goes about

wargaming COAs, CGSC ST 1M-9 does describe this process in

detail.

IV. QURRENT ANPLYSIS

The purpose of this section is to analyze, using the pre-

viously identified criteria, the tactical wargaming processes of

the U.S. Army, Germany, Britain, and the Soviet Union. After a

short review of the U.S. Army decision-making process (detailed
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descriptions of the German, British, and Soviet division-level

decision-making steps are in Appendix A), I will analyze arch of

the wargaming methods to provide a foundation for understanding

the U.S. wargaming process. These analyses will determine an

answer to my research question by 1) ascertaining how effectively

the U.S. Prmy wargaming process analyzes COAs, and 2) whether "e

can learn anything from the way other countries wargame.

The U.S. Army Tactical Decision-matina Process

The decision-naking process begins with receipt of a new

missions either from higher headquarters or one deduced by ana-

lyzing the current operation. Army FM 101-5 and CGSC ST 100-9

stipulate four steps:

o Mission analysis. This is a command and staff action to

gather facts, make assumptions, analyze the higher headquarters'

mission and intent, and focus the staff for planning the mission.

This step ends when the staff briefs the commander about the cur-

rent situation. The commander then approves a I3-derived

restated mission, which incorporates the essential tasks from the

higher headquarters' mission and intent; and then issues planning

guidance for developing COAs to accomplish the mission.Sl

o Course of action development. The staff now focuses on

any information necessary for the commander to make decisions

about COAa. The staff analyzes the current situation by

computing relative friendly/enemy force ratios, arraying initial

forces on a map, developing a scheme of maneuver that meets the

commander's guidance (or if it cannot, the staff reports why it

cannot), and preparing COA sketches and statements to help the
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commander visualize each COP. The staff develops as many varied,

feasible COAs as time allows, giving the commander as many

options as possible from which to choose. The staff also consid-

ers whether or not the COAs are suitable and acceptable. 52 This

step ends with the staff recommending COAs to the commander, who

decides which COAs to analyze in the next step.

o Course of action analysis. The staff uses wargaming to

analyze the COAs chosen by the commander. It analyzes each COP

separately and then compares them using criteria established

before the COAs were developed to determine the best option,

given the current conditions. The "best" COP is the one that has

the highest probability of success against the enemy COP of

greatest concern to the friendly coumander.53 This step ends

with the staff briefing the results of each of the wargames to

the commander, followed by the staff recommending a COP for the

commander's approval.

o Decision/execution. The commander decides upon a COA,

followed by the staff preparing the order or plan to implement

the selected CDA, 54

Given this overview of decision-making, the reader should

now understand how a U.S. division commander makes his COA deci-

sions. This understanding is necessary for comprehending the

wargaming process and the role it plays today in the overall U.S.

decision-making process.

The Waroamino Process

A brief examination of step three of the decision-making

process, to see how COAs are analyzed, seems in order. A mort
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detailed explanation of each step is found in Appendix B.

CGSC ST 10e-9 describes six wargaming steps for analyzing a

course of action. These are:

o Gather the tools. "Tools" are aids for conducting war-

gaming. They consist of friendly situation in7ormation, the

areas of operation and interest, the current enemy situational

templates, and a map showing current friendly unit locations.

o List all friendly forces. All available assets and units

that are available for the mission are compiled for use in the

wargawe.

o List the assumptions. Any information that is not known

to be a fact--such as enemy strength--but is necessary for COP

execution is incorporated into planning assumptions.

o List critical events and decision points. Critical events

are tasks that are essential for mission accomplishment.55 An

example is a passage of lines. A decision point identifies in

time and space where a commander must make decisions. Decision

points help to synchronize friendly assets to have the maximum

effect upon the enemy. 56

o Select a wargame method. ST 10e-9 recommends three tech-

niquess the avenue-in-depth, the belt, and the box. These meth-

ods organize the battlefield for analysis. The avenue-in-depth

and belt techniques, while examining avenues of approach in great

detail, are slow. The box technique focuses on only a specific

area (such as a river crossing site), but is faster than the

other two techniques. Each wargame method is more fully

explained in Appendix C.
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o Select a technique to record and display the results. ST

100-9 recommends two methods to record wargaming results: the

narrative ano sketch note techniques. A detailed example of each

technique is in Appendix D.

o Wargame the battle and assess results. The staff identi-

fies tasks to subordinate units and visualizes a 5ubordlnate com-

mander's use of forces to accomplish his tasks. The staff goes

through the action-reaction-counteraction sequence--visualizing

friendly actions necessary to accomplish a task, determining how

the enemy might react to each action, and then creating counter-

actions to chuck the enemy moves. The wargame continues until

the entire friendly COA is analyzed. The staff then restarts the

sequence using the same friendly--but now a different enemy--COM.

Wargaming continues until all friendly and enemy COAs are ana-

lyzed. 57

ST 100-9 notes that the wargame process should result in

several findings. For example, the wargame process discovers

branches to the plan. Branches are options for changing friendly

dispositions, orientations, or directions of movement; and for

accepting or declining battle. In other words, they give corn-

manders flexibility.58 Wargaming also helps identify additional

tasks to maneuver units and estimates ho" long an operation might

continue. This information assists in Combat Service Support

(CSS) planning, helps the G2 plan intelligence collaction

requirements, and identifies COA advantages and disadvantages.V3

Finally, wargaming can help determine the risk associated with

various actions during the action-reaction-counteraction
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sequence. Although risk is only a "best guess," the staff should

continually assess the likelihood that a COA will not accomplish

either the mission or a critical portion of a mission.60

As soon as the wargame process ends, the staff uses pre--

viously developed criteria to compare COAs to determine the one

having the highest probability of success.61 Criteria are fac-

tors that pertain to the mission, enemy, terrain, troops avail-

able and time. They also consider such factors as commander's

guidance, critical evmnts, and principles of war.62 Certain

staff officers construct a decision matrix--using their

criteria-to determine the advantages and disadvantages of each

CDA from their particular viewpoint. An example of such a deci-

sion matrix is in Appendix E.

Each of those staff officers, led by the 53, then presents

his information to the others for consideration. The staff as a

group reaches a consensus on a recommended COA. If the staff

cannot agree, the chief of staff listens to the facts and decides

which COA to recommend to the commander.63

Armed with this overview of U.S. Army decision-making and

wargaming, I can now better analyze the wargamirng process using

my three criteria.

o RATIONAL OPPONENT. I mentioned previously that a deci-

sion-making game must have a rational opponent, one who will

pursue a COA that will achieve his best interests. Accordingly,

ST 10-9 requires the wargamer to visualize the battle, starting

with initial unit locations and following a logical sequence of

friendly and enemy actions within the method (box, belt, avenue)
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select'd for organiring the aorm of operattons. Furthermore, ST

If0-9 specifically mentionji that visumlizine the battle means

exteening battlefield fV A1 froas the frienrily perspective and

estimating how the enmey might employ his fo-ces within his cjga

btlities. 64 In this approach, the wargamer r:ist think and act as

though he were an snw ,f commander.

Ho"ever, S1 180-9 does not say what expertise is required to

"fightt as an ray cvRander. Moreover, a wargamoer may or may

not be familiar enough with the enemy to adequately determine an

oppongnt's reaction to a frieroly action. A wargamer's lazk cf

enmy expertie could skew the watgame rmsults by under- cr over-

estimating enemy capabilities and assets. A key question that

arime is, Can we have a warganr who can realistically estirmate

and play enemy capabilities? One possible solution is ST I-91's

optional technique called "adversarial" margaming, where the G2

plays the opposing .otmander.65 In this method, the

Ge--hopefully the "expert" on the enemy--must think and act as an

enemy would under the given circumstances. However, this is not

as simple as one might think, since the 62 might, in a contin-

gency situation, be an expert on another enemy. Also, the doc-

trine for all potential enemies is not always available for,

study. In Desert Storm, as the 3d Army 62 put it, "[Enemy] tern-

plate production was a major team effort."66

So what can we expect from the 6-27 Most G2s are trained in

a precess calAr!"• thinking "red". This process, delineated in FF

34-3, Intellipenue Angiaf means seeing the battle from the

enemy's viewpoint.67 The 62 prepares himself for the wa;-game by
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asking such questions as what is the enemy's doctrine? what are

his tactics? and how is he equipned?68 The 62 uses this check-

list to develop a data base and personal mental framework to bet-

ter assume the rcle of a credible enemy cammander.

While any commander or staff officer can consider enemy

rapabilities during wargaraing, the G2 usually has the most train-

ing to perform this function. Using the G2 as an "adversary"

provides a more balanced wargame because he can best replicate

enemy assets and capabilities.

My analyses of German, British, and Soviet wargaming show

that their commanders all consider a rational opponent in a way

similar to the U.S. Army. However, there is much less staff

involvement. The Serman and British commanders use their G2s

only to provide doctrinal enemy information; the 62s do not war-

game ideas with the commander. The Soviet commander uses his

chief of staff in lieu of a G2. However, the Soviet chief of

staff, like the German and British G2s, does not participtte in

wargaming. 69

The German, British, and Soviet commanders examine tht bat-

tlefield from both a triendly and enemy view, and they cons.der

which enemy COP is best from the enemy's perspective. Each com-

mander assumes that his opponent will use his assets within his

capabilities to achieve his purpose. European commdnders then

visualize moving their forces using maps or other aids, determine

possible enemy reactions, and figure out friendly countermoves.70

While European commanders consider enemy intentions, the lack of

a "smart adversary" can skew the wargaming results.
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In summary, ST 100-9 notes that wargaming relies heavily on

tactical judgment and experience.71 Perheps the best we can

expect is that experience with one threat will carry over to

another, and that the personnel asked to replicate a rational

opponent will have the time to fill in any knowledge gaps. Thus,

while our wargafiing method considers a "thinking" opponent, it

appears as if our atility to meet this criterion depends on the

amount of available expertise.

The European commanders consider the enemy in much the same

way as the U.S. Army does. The difference, however, is that, as

mentioned earlier, the commander analyzes COAs by himself. By

noot using an'"adversary" during COP analysis, European commanders

-ay unwittingly t biertaas into their IEop ean Ionder

If, however, they use a qualified intelligence expert to repli-

cate an enemy commander during adversarial wargaming, they might

have a fairer analysis, which could produce a more optimum solu-

tion,.

o RECOGNITION OF FRIENDLY AND ENEMY INTENTIUNS. Intentions,

as mentioned previously, are COAs that have already been selected

for execution. For example, the ST 100-9 wargaming process com-

pares friendly COAs (capabilities) against enemy COAs (capabili-

ties). The commander then choses the COP he wants to execute.

By committing to a specific COP, he now intends to pursue the COP

to meet his objectives. Thus, as in game theory, friendly inten-

tions result from a commander selecting a COP and deciding to

execute it.72

ST 100-9 then asks the wargamer to visualize the battle,
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given what the enemy might do. The battlefield visualization

process begins with the staff initially comparing friendly and

enemy combat ratios. ST 103-9 views the comparison process as

necessary for dratwing some conclusions about friendly and enemy

capabilities as they pertain to the tactical situation, but

offers nothing about ways to determine enemy intentions.73

Friendly and enemy capabilities are the COAs a unit can

undertake. ST 100-9 recommends having the division-level com-

mander and staff conduct a detailed study of available friendly

and enemy personnel and weapons systems to determine capabili-

ties. By current doctrine divisions maneuver battalions; there-

fore, the commander or staff considers all combat assets within

both friendly and .n..y battal• n÷•-ized units that are nvai able

for the upcoming mission in order to determine capabilities.74

Within the friendly division, the staff uses its reporting

system to gather the detailed information necessary to determine

friendly capabilities. The types of reports differ from unit to

unit, depending upon local tactical field standard operating

procedure (FSOP), but they usually include the commander's situa-

tion report, as well as personnel and logistics reports.75

Enemy capabilities, however, are determined by the 62

through the Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield UPS)

process. FM 34-3 describes enemy capabilities as COAs that the

enemy might take--attack, defend, reinforce, or retrograde. In

effect, capabilities describe "what the enemy can do, when and

where the enemy can do it, and in what strength the enemy can Oo

it. "76
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ST 100-9 specifically notes that calculating friendly and

enmiy capabilities is not precise because many factors are

unknown about both opposing forces. For example, while the pro-

cess of comparing force ratios does account for quantifying per-

sonnel and weapons systems, it is difficult to be absolutely sure

at any given moment how many people or how much equipment is

available for use by either side. Additionally, human factors

such as morale and leadership cannot be quantified with any

degree of accuracy. Thus, while ST 100-9 accounts for enemy and

friendly capabilities, it is only an estimate for the staff to

use in planning. The friendly and enemy capabilities data are

then used in the wargaming process. 77

In von Neumann/lorgenstern game theory, and as discussed by

Colonel Haywood, the optimum solution is to base decisions upon

enemy intentions because one gains an advantage by knowing which

COA the enemy commander has chosen. How, then, does the friendly

commander discover enemy intentions before he decides upon a

friendly COA? Doing so depends upon "tactical judgment, experi-

ence, . . . time available, . . . enemy indicators [my emphasis),

[friendly] commander fatigue, and the commander's personality and

ability."78

Most division commanders probably have reasonable compe-

tency, good judgment, and get enough rest to make logical deci-

sions about enemy intentions. I base this assumption upon per-

sonal observation of five Battle Command Training Program War

Fighter exercises. 79 It appears, however, that a commander's

experience and enemy indicators are more important prerequisites
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for discerning enemy intentions.

ALPHATECH, a tehavioral science research corporation,

observes that experienced commanders make faster decisions

because they ask the right questions to fill in enemy information

gaps. The commander's questions focus the division intelligence

collection effort on those priority enemy indicators necessary

for command decisions. Inexperienced commanders have trouble

conveying what is important; therefore, intelligence collection

becomes diluted as the staff tries to find out everything.80

Moreover, the 62 has the problem of discerning enemy

"truth," even if he receives focused commander intelligence

priorities. Intelligence analysts get contusirig indicators of

enemy decisions due to enemy deception, random enemy activity, or

the ever-present "fog of war." FM 34-3 recommends that, when

confronted with conflicting indicators, analysts must determine

enemy intent by weighting some enemy indicators more than oth-

ers, since some are more "irdicative" of intent than others.81

The process for weighting indicators is in Appendix F.

As with commanders, intelligence analysts vary in their

experience levels. An experienced intelligence analyst tends to

quickly assess a situation and pick out key activities that

indicate what the enemy intends to do. An inexperienced analyst

waits longer to confirm an enemy indicator, and steals time from

the commander by doing so.

However, no analyst can ever be absolutely certain that he

is right. Consequently, the analyst's degree of uncertainty

contributes to the commander's risk. FM 34-3 mentions that
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uncertainty plays a key role in the evaluation of the enemy and

the amount of risk acceptel.82

Since neither the commander nor his G2 are absolutely cer-

tain of what the enemy intends to do, it appears wargaming

depends upon how much risk a commander is willing to accept. ST

100--9 plays it safe by telling the friendly commander to base his

COA analysis upon enemy capabilities, and then wargame all pos-

sible enemy options--as time allows. Thus, the friendly com-

mander must choose his COA before he knows enemy intentions. By

basing his decision upon enemy capabilities, the friendly com-

mander comnits himself to a strategy before he knows which COA

the enemy is executing. This committal by the friendly force

triggers indicators which the enemy commander can now use to

select his optimum COA. On the othpr hand, if the friendly com-

mander bases his decision upon enemy indicators, he in effect

"knows" what the enemy intends to do, and thus can better counter

an enemy move.

When a commander focuses his intelligence assets and has

experienced intelligence personnel, he should discover enough

enemy indicators to wargame a COA that will defeat the enemy's

intent. On the other hand, a commander might fail to focus his

intelligence priorities, might have poor intelligence sources, or

may simply run out of time. In those cases it appears the best

he can do is to prioritize enemy COAs based uporn enemy capabili-

ties, wargame as many options as time allows, and execute the

best option under the circumstances once the battle begins.

German, British, and Soviet commanders, meanwhile, also begin
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their analysis of enemy COAs by looking at capabilities. Some

differences in these three processes, however, are worth noting.

The German commander uses enemy capabilities to formulate

his plan while continuing to try to discern enemy intentions

through indicators of enemy activity. He carefully arrays known

enemy and friendly force locations on a map and calculates

friendly-to-enemy force ratios within his area of operations.83

Once the German commander calculates friendly-to-enemy force

ratios, he wntally estimates friendly and enemy combat effec-

tiveness, or the ability of his and the enemy's forces to accom-

plish their missions. This process, performed solely by the

commander, relies heavily on his experience and judgment. How-

ever, the GSermarmy Is connfident that its co'manders have the

expertise, bA i upon years of training and experience, to per-

form a credib affactiveness assessment. Once the combat effec-

tiveness assesbment is complete, the German commander compares

the results with t *my indicators. He then uses his judgment to

deduce what he bnlieves are enemy intentions. 84

Once the German commander deduces the estimated enemy

intent, he then selects the best friendly COA that he

believes--based upon his experience and judgment--fits the cur-

rent situation. Because the enemy intent is only an estimation,

the German commander must accept risk. His staff continues, how-

ever• to develop other options (similar to U.S. Army branches) in

case the commander is wrong. Once the commander makes the deci-

sion, however, the staff formulates and issues the operations

order. 85
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The British commander's estimate of the situation is almost

identical to the German method, except his analysis is very

methodical. The British commander determines friendly and enemy

capabilities by analyzing "factors"-.-terrain, time available for

a friendly decision, weather, comparison of forces, logistics,

and morale. The British commander and his G2 focus their efforts

on comparing each of the above factors against the purpose or

"aim" that the friendly commander wants to achieve. Once the

commander understanas friendly and enemy capabilities, and the

effect of the factors upon his accomplishing the aim, he moves

into the next step--determining enemy options.86

In determining enemy options, the British commander now

assesses each possible enemy COA by mentally visualizing what the

enemy commander, given his capabilities, might do. This process

is very similar to the U.S. Army method, except the commander

does it without staff assistance. The British commander then

tries to deduce the enemy commander's most dangerous COA, which

is the one that impacts most upon friendly mission accomplish-

merit. Deducing the enemy's "most dangerous" option is a proauct

of the commander's experience and his judgment in using the

information at hand. 87

Once the British commander determines the most dangerous

enemy option, he personally examines those COAs that attain the

"aim". He mentally weighs the advantages and disadvantages of

each COA against the enemy's most dangerous COA, and selects the

best option available under the circumstances. The commander's

weighing of advantages avd disadvantages is based upon his
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personally chosen criteria. For example, he might favor a plan

that is simple, fast, and makes the best use of terrain. Once

the British commander selects the most advantageous option, he

briefs his staff as to why he selected it. The staff then pro-

duces and issues the operations order. 88

The discussion of Soviet tactical decision-making proce-

dures within this paper addresses only known doctrinal methods

and capabilities. Recent political turmoil within the Soviet

Union makes it difficult, at best, to assess what capabilities

the Soviet Army has either lost or retained. Thus, while this

paper addresses Soviet decision-making in the present tense, it

is possible that Soviet methods might be under revision.

The Soviet commander first considers his mission, instruc-

tions from his senior commander, and factors such as available

decision-making time, the current friendly and enemy situation,

and the capabilities of his subordinate commanders. The initial

analysis of the current situation enables the Soviet commander to

begin a detailed--yet rapid--analysis of available COAs using

mathematical norms and scientific principles. 89

Soviet commanders probably have the same experience and

judgment capabilities of any commander we have looked at so far.

However, the Soviet decision-making process differs from the pre-

vious processes by giving the commander charts and tables, called

"nnomograms," to perform mechanical calculations that commanders

in the United States, Germany, and Britain do mentally or analyt-

ically. Nomograms, which are based upon World War Two statis-

tics, are designed to rapidly calculate the capabilities of
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friendly and enemy units. The commander's calculations include

determining the proper number of artillery pieces, tanks, people,

and aircraft necessary for the appropriate correlation of

forces--or what he needs to accomplish his mission.90 An example

of a nomogram is in Pppendix G.

The Soviet commander then weighs his capabilities against

the enemy's capabilities, and chooses the best option for accom-

plishing his mission. The Soviet commander's criteria for weigh-

ing options, similar to his Western counterparts, are based upon

experience and judgment.91 After he chooses the final option,

his staff issues the order.

Soviet commanders, unlike their western counterparts, are

less concerned with determining enemy intentions because they

believe they have enough mass to overpower an opposing force.

The Soviets view being able to discern enemy intentions as

the ideal; however, time, deception, and other factors impact

greatly upon deducing enemy intent. The Soviets use their robust

reconnaissance and intelligence system to accurately template

enemy assets and deduce enemy capabilities; they then use mass to

offset this lack of battlefield certainty regarding enemy inten-

tions.92 In effect, mass substitutes for finesse.

To sum up, U.S. Army wargaming does not meet this criterion

because U.S. division commanders make decisions based upon enemy

capabilities rather than intentions. However, none of the other

countries meet the criterion either, for the same reason. The

problem lies with an inability to discern enemy intentions.

Time and the level of acceptabla risk seem to impact most
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upon COP analysis. flthough commanders need time to read and

confirm enemy indicators, they may riot have enough time. There--

fore, since sufficient time is not always available, a commander

must accept risk by wargaming enemy capabilities, vice inten-

tions, to reach a decision.

Moreover, success in deducing enemy intentions is highly

dependent upon an experienced commander who clearly defines his

priority intelligence requirements (PIR) and conveys them to his

subordinates. If the tommander fails to focus his intelligence

collection assets, then it seems that the best one can do is to

1) base decisions upon enemy capabilities and 2) have options

available to counter any enemy move.

Tu~ nio~ncmmnetal bases their drunsupon enemy

capabilities. Consequently, their processes do not offer ways to

improve our ability to deduce enemy intentions. However, the

commander-driven wargaming process might be useful for reducing

time to make decisions when using friendly and enemy capabili-

ties. Moreover, Soviet-style nomograms might help staffs do rou-

tine calculations faster before COA analysis begins, thereby

allowing more time to be spent on wargaraing.

o RATIONAL CONTROL. ST 100-9 identifies five wargaminr;

rules the wargamer must observe.93 The mandal does not define

the term "wargamer," but ST 10-9 notes that staff members

analyze COAs, thereby implying that staff members are

wargamers.94 Rules, then, apply to staff members who "wargame".

The rules discussed below appear to be von Neumann/Morgenstern's

rigid form, in that they are "specified in advance."95
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The first rule requires the wargamer to list advantages and

disadvantages as they become obvious during the wargaming pro-

cess. ST 180-9 fails to explain what "obvious" means, or to

offer any method for recognizing what is an obvious advantage or

disadvantage.

Army Research Institute (ARI) believes that the ability to

recognize obvious advantages and disadvantages comes from recog--

nition patterns established from years of practice in viewing

events. Recognition patterns make it obvious as to what can be

accomplished, what dangers exist, what critical cues must be

monitored, and what expectations should be formed.96 Thus, the

ability to understand and recognize obvious advantages and disad-

vantages comes from sxpurie@nct and -•ci.ant.

The second rule asks the wargamer to remain unbiased, keep

an open mind, and avoid influences by other staff officers or his

own prejudices. This appears to be unrealistic. ALPHATECH finds

that decision-makers weigh any evidence which supports prior

beliefs more heavily than evidence which contradicts them.97

ALPHATECH also finds that experienced decision-makers reduce bias

by seeking information to disconfirm their beliefs. Less exper-

ienced decision-makers, however, seek information to confirm

their beliefs, which increases bias in their decision-making pro-

coss. 98

Experience and beliefs affect wargamer bias. As ARI

describes it, people "are poor decision-makers at best."99 People

are influenced by their past experiences, pro-conceptions of

reality, and persenal preference. Rules number one and two,
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however, rely greatly upon experience and judgment. There-

fore, rules one and two seem to contradict each other.

nule number three asks the wargamer to assess the feasibil-

ity of the COA to see if it meets mission requirements.100 The

wargamner is then asked to reject any COA that is not feasible. A

feasible COA is one that is "doable'--either you can or cannot do

it. A COA that "meets mission requirements" means it is suit-

able, or results in the desired effect. An acceptable COA means

the expected results are worth the estimated costs. If the COA

under consideration is not feasible, the wargamer throws it out.

However, if the COP is neither suitable nor acceptable, what does

the wargamer do? The rule does not cover this situation.

The wargamer needs criteria regarding mission requirements

to decide what is suitable and acceptable. Mission requirements

criteria come from the commander's intent, any command guidance,

and other instructions from a higher headquarters. 101 The staff

determines these criteria during the mission analysis portion of

the decision-makifg cycle. Thus, if the wargamer understands the

mission criteria, then he should know how to judge the suitabil-

ity or acceptability of the CLR. However, if the wargamer fails

to understand the mission criteria, he will have difficulty

assessing mission suitability and acceptability.

The fourth rule requires the wargamer to avoid comparing one

COA with another during the wargaming of the individual COAs.

Accordingly, the wargaming process assists in avoiding premat're

comparisons of COns by designating a comparison phase, which

occurs after COAs have been analyzed in isolation.1102 The staff
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then compares feasible CO"s to identify thv one with the best

chance of success. 103 This rule appears to be enforceable, pro-

videod that the wargamers have enough discipline to avoid early

MA comparison.

The last rule requires the wargamer to avoid drawing prema-

ture conclusions and then presenting facts to support those con-

clusions. Unfortunately, ST 180-9 offers no help in suggesting

ways to elude this problem. Premature conclusions occur if a

situation seems similar to past situations.104 However, an

experienced wargamer *ill realize that each tactical situation is

different and that he must analyze each situation independently

of past experience. A less experierred wargamer makes a rapid

decision based upon past experience, fails to analyze all the

fact%, and arrives at a premature conclusion. B~ecause this rule

requires experience and judgment, it Is susceptible to the samem

failings as rules one and two.

The German, British, anu Soviet decision-making processes do

not address specific rules for wargaming. European conanders

mentally visualize the execution of each possible COA using the

decision-eakirg steps in Annex )% Hwever, some of their deci-

sicn-wakirl. proc•dures might be considered rules.

The Geruian comander, for example, is required to follow

three sequ:ntiai steps in determaning his conpar•son of forces.

These steps are: compare f.iondly avd erv.ay combat effectiveness,

eyamino pt~ssible changes in relative strangths, and compare

friendly C•3s against their chances of success. I can find no

specific guidance or, hou these steps art accomplished, or what



criteria constitute a "chance of success;" however, an interview

with a German officer confirmed the steps are done in sequenc.e

and the commander's judgment determines the criteria for suc-

cess. In

The British commander must rigidly follow the sequer.tial

decision-making process described in Annex A. This process is

supposed to help the cormander fellow a logical, methodical

thought process to accomplish his "aim".106

Finally, the Soviet commander must use homograms. 107 The

commander mentally visualizes the current situation, then selects

the nomograms which fit. However, selecting novmograms to fit a

situaition is somewhat similar to free gaming, since the situation

constantly changes as to which nomograms are neressary to deter-

eipe a tactical answer. However, because the data which produce

nomograms do not change, nowo~rams themselves ane not only rigid

but probably antiquated.108 The procest of choosing nomograms to

meet the requirements of a situation is very similar to a U.S.

Army "playbook." A playbonk consists of pre-determineo braný-hes

to a plan, that are detailed enough to execute, if necessary. 109

Thus, a Soviet commander, by choosing which "norms" fit the situ-

ation, tWkes a "playbook" approach toward analyzing the situation

he faces.

n, summary, U.S. Army wargaming rules i•o not meet this

criterion because thay are vagoie and conflicting. The rules

attempt to oatablish some general conformity, which is good; how-

over, wargamnrs must rely heavily upon experience ard judgment to

comply with them. Wargramers must riot only define unclear and
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conflicting rules but, by being human, the wargamers are subject

to personal biases and are subject to making premature conclu-

sions as .ell. More specific rules and clearly defined wargaming

terms might help. Reducing wargaiaar bias and premature conclu-

sions is difficult at best: however, ST 100-9 could be more spe-

cific on how a wargamer avoids these problems.

European rules are prescriptive guidance for following cer-

tain procedures during decision-making. However, since there Pre

rn specific rules associated with the mertal wargaming process, I

cannot make an assessment whether or not the European methods are

better than ours.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

I bwgan my research by ask=ti1, "Does •he currenrt ,anial .a.-

gaming process, as practiced by the U.S. Army, determine the

optimum course of action for the tactiLal commander?" My inves-

tigation shows it does not--and probably cannot because of uncer-

tainty. My overall firnaings are that whiie wargaming considers a

rational opponent, it doe% not analyze COAs by considering enemy

intentions, nor is rational control piecise enough to preclude

human bias and premature judgment. Furthermore, analysse of the

current German, British, and Soviet processes demonstrate that

their processes are probably no better than %he U.S. Army's pro-

cess. BeSides my overall conclusion. some others are also worth

mentioning.

Firac, wargaming reli-s upon experienced wargarwrs who

understm,1 the doctrine of a rational enemy. Therefore, lack of

expertise about 'he enemy might bias the wargame results.
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However, the 62 should be the staff subject matter expert

on enemy doctrine; therefore, he must be able to provide the best

possible information about the enemy.

Second, and closely related to the previous conclusion, the

use of adversarial wargaming helps reduce the bias in wargaming

results by incorporating the best possible representative of the

enemy, the 62.

Third, game theory views recognition of enemy intentions as

the optimum way to choose a friendly COA. However, in the "real

world," getting the optimum solution is difficult because com-

manders are under such limitations as time, uncertainty, a pos-

sible unwillingness to take risk, and because they have diffi-

cLltv formulatina useful PIR. While the intellicence community

does its best to help with these problems, divisions currently do

not have the assets to produce the "near-real time" intelligence

the commanders need to make decisions. 110

Fourth, we can learn from the German, British, and Soviet

processes. The first lesson is that their processes require more

commander involvement, which seems to reduce the time needed to

analyze COAs. Accordingly, ST 10j-9 recommends an option to

shorten the decision-making process by involving the commander

more when time is critical.111 The second point is that the

Soviets are particularly effective at simplifying staff

calculations through the use of nomograms. While nomograms do

not speed up wargaming, per se, they might asuist in rapidly per-

forming mission analysis so that more time is available for CUR

analysis.
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My final conclusion is that U.S. Army wargaming rules do not

provide an effective structure for analysis; they are vague and

conflicting. The rules rely too much upon experience; as such,

they are subject to misinterpretation and bias.

Having reached some conclusions about wargaming, I can now

deduce some corresponding implications. First, the 62 will need

extensive training to replicate a rational opponent through

adversarial wargaming. This concept should be taught in U.S.

Army schools and units must practice it in the field. Second, we

must do a better job training officers on the development of PIR.

Because they focus the intelligence effort, PIR must be more than

just a "check the block" requirement during training exercises.

Third, the intelligence community will need to develop methods to

provide commanders with near-real time imagery to help commanders

deduce enemy intentions and reduce risk by answering the PIRs.

These first three implications would seem to be my most important

ones. Fourth, the U.S. Army school system should emphasize the

concept of more commander involvement in wargaming in order to

reduce COA analysis time. Fifth, we must look at the practical-

ity of time-saving templatas to ease the staff burden of comput-

ing the data the commander needs for decisions. Finally, FM

101-5 needs to be rewritten to include the detailed wargaming

process found in ST 100-9. Until FM 101-5 is revised, however,

ST 100-9--which is not doctrine--will need to be revised to

include the applicable changes recommended in this paper.

Helmuth von Moltke ("The Elder") said that, "You will

usually find that the enemy has three courses open to him, and of
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these he will adopt the fourth."112 Thus, no matter what the

commander does, he cannot escape uncertainty completely. While

our wargaming procezs has its problems, it does provide a method

for helping the commander cope with this "fog of war." However,

it can and should be improved, since the ability of a commander

to visualize and analyze friendly COAs against enemy COAs just

might be the deciding factor on the battlefield.
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Appendix A: Selected European Army Decision Models
Reference, TRADOC Report The Command and Control System of the
German Army. 1377, pps. 1, 2; and interviews with German CGSC
students.

1. German Army. The German Army uses a five-step estimate of the

situation. The commander may move between steps in no particular
order.

o Analysis of the mission. The commander and staff iden-
tify important tasks from the higher commander, any conditions or

limitations placed upon possible friendly courses of action, and

perform an analysis of the current situation.

o Estimate of the Friendly and Enemy Situation. The esti-
mate of the friendly situation includes determining friendly com-
bat puwer and estimating friendly effectiveness. Combat power is

determined by staff estimates, normally personnel and material
strengths, equipment readiness, supply status, and current status
of command and control means (in-place communications and
liaison). The German commander also considers troop morale,

level of training, and the physical condition of his troops. The
62 and the commander develop and analyze enemy courses of action

based upon possible enemy capabilities and the current enemy
situ.tIon. The German coummader mentally visual ± 1rnrn what the

enemy commander is capable of doing, then compares capabilities
to known enemy locations on his situation map. The German com-

mander continually updates and analyzes the enemy situation
throughout the process.

o Evaluation of Environmental Conditions. This step is sim-
ply terrain analysis, which may be combined with the step above.
Terrain is evaluated as favorable, conditionally favorable, or
unfavorable in relation to both friendly and enemy forces and
their equipment, weather, and previous use of chemical or nuclear
munitions.

o Formulation of Own Courses of Action. The German com-

mander first compares his friendly force analysis against the
enemy force. He determines, in his judgment, which force is more

capable than the other. He then performs a projection as to what
possible enemy or friendly strength changes might occur that
couild affect his mission. The German commanoer determines which
courses of action are feasible by mentally wargaming each pos-

sible course of action against each enemy course of action. He
discards non-feasible courses of action.

o Comparison of Each Course of Action. The commander
evaluates each friendly course of action as to advantages vice
disadvantages using criteria he considers important (i.e. use of

time or deception). He then uses his judgment to select the best
one, and his staff prepares the execution order.
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Appendix A: Selected European Army Decision Models (continued).
Reference: flreanizational Handbook of the British Army, 1996,
pps. 2 to 7 and interviews with British CGSC students and British
and Canadian students at the Canadian Staff College 1990-91.

2. British Army. The British estimate is called an "Apprecia-
tion". There are five steps. The commander M finish one step
before he moves to the next.

o Step One. The British commander and staff analyze the
current situation, guidance, and mission from higher headquar-
ters, and any assumptions which impact upon the plan.

o Step Two. The commander specifies his "aim", or what is
to be attained. The aim is the crux of the appreciation; it must
be right or the entire process might be skewed. There is only
one aim. The commaivder deduces his aim by considering the cur-
rent situation, to include friendly and enemy forces, their loca-
tions, training status, equipment readiness, and the enemy's most
probable threat ( i.e., ground attack, terrorism, to name a few).
The aim is never qualified by limitations; it must be attainable
given the means at hand.

o Step Three. The commander considers all relevant fac-~LA M h ... npce Ma f• .. ......
tors-ti_ ~ ~pae~ eatercomearion - I~ n- ces; nground (ter-

rain), logistics, morale, and others as the commander's experi-
ence dictate. He then weighs each factor against the aim to
ensure that his aim is feasible, suitable, and acceptable (same
as U.S. criteria). He thWv considers all enemy courses of
action developed by his , .hat might affect selection of any
friendly course of action. The commander considers enemy options
from his view point and how the enemy options might impact on his
attaining his aim. He then "worst cases" the situation and iden-
tifies the enemy's most dangerous or immediate threat.

o Step Four. The commander considers all feasible courses
of action that attain his aim in relation to the most immediate
enemy threat. The commander mentally wargames each course of
action against the most dangerous -nemy option to visualize his
plan and develop counterw , (b .'ies). Each friendly course
of action is consider&, _jparat Ay, with the commander determin-
ing the advantages and disadvantages of each using his own crite-
ria (i.e. best use of ground, surprise, speed) in regards to
attaining the aim.

o Step Five. The commander ..des which friendly course
of action, in his judgment, attai..4 the aim. He briefs his staff
as to why he chose the course of action that he did and issues
guidance; the staff then prepares the order.
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Appendix A. Selected European Army Decision Models (continued).
Reference: Fundamentals of Tactical Command and Control, 1977,
p. ISO.

3. Soviet Army. The Soviet commander follows the process as
diagramed belowi.

j Own troops'

ConceptC codiios mtsmoe of Tvoe matopr

operatons bRacq f poeue 'nradiiationI

mison Efbe dcncomomandc coditaion c,(u
6combat operations as*&pr

Paricuarand torciaion or comamaked
andon upof ropladpedsonte

availability oo bem and)

Decisioneelement options
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Appendix B. United States Army Wargaming Process
Reference. United States Army Command and General Staff College
Student Text 110-9, Techniques and Procedures For Tactical Deci-
ian .. 1991, pps. 4-1 to 4-11b.

o Gather the tools. The commander decides, based upon the

82Is current situation estimate, which enemy course of action he

wants to wargame first. The staff then posts the map with the
area of operations, which came from higher headquarters. The
staff next posts the area of interest, as determined by the G2
from his Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (PB). The
62 posts the current enemy situational template, also derived in
the •2 IPB process, on the map. 63 personnel then post current
friendly unit locations on the same map as the enemy template.

o List all friendly forces. The staff compiles all avail-
able forces, assets, and priorities of support such as air
sorties and nuclear/chemical packages. T:,ie list prevents over-
looking a resource during wargaming.

o List the assumptions. In wargaming, assumptions help to
shape a course of action. Not everything is known as the course
of action is formulated; therefore, wargamers develop logical
assumptions concerning enemy activities, enemy strengths, and
other factors beyond friendly control. An assumption is consid-
ered vaiid, for waruaming purposes, if it anmb"we the quest ian;:

1) Is the assumption necessary to solve the problem?, and
2) Would the result change if the assumption were not made?

o List known critical events and decision points. The 63
identifies critical events and decision points based upon the
current situation and/or commander's guidance. Critical events
are specified or implied tasks, the completion of which are
essential for mission accomplishment. Examples of critical
events are passages of lines, river crossings, and deep oper-
ations. Decision points identify events in time and space that
require a command decision to ensure synchronization. The war-
game process may identify additional critical events and decisive
points.

o Select a wargame method. This means choosing from several
recommendations in ST 1l0-S or using one of your own. Wargame
methods organize the battlefield so it can be analyzed by tha
wargame process. ST 180-9 recommends three techniques: the ave-
nue-in-depth, the belt, and the box. The avenue-in-depth and
belt techniques, while detailed, are also time consuming. The
box method analyzes a small, critical area of the
battlefield--such as a river crossing site--and is faster. Each
technique may be used separately or in combination. A detailed
explanation of these techniques is found in Appendix C.

o Select a wargame technique to record and display the
results. Recording the results of wargaming is a key factor in
synchronizing the battlefield. Wargaming results help determine
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Appendix B: United States Army Wargaming Process (continued)

task organization changes, the maneuver sub-paragraph of the
operations order, and a course of action sketch, which becomes
the operations overlay. There are two recommended methods for
recording the wargame: the narrative and sketch note techniques.
The narrative technique describes the operation from start to
finish in "story" form. The sketch note technique uses brief
notes concerning critical locations and tasks. These notes might
be recorded on maps, a wargame worksheet, or on a synchronization
matrix. Examples are found in Appendix D.

o Wargame the battle and assess results. The crux of the
wargaime process is the last step where the staff, led by the G3,
wargames the battle. The wargame process begins with the staff
identifying tasks to subordinate commanders one level down (bri-
gade), and assets two levels down (battalion). The staff men-
tally visualizes how a subordinate commander might use his allo-
cated forces. The staff simultaneously considers the subordi-
nate's use of combat, combat support (CS), and combat service
support (CSS) assets to accomplish assigned tasks. For example,
the division plans on tasking lst Brigade to attack to secure an
objective. The staff mentally visualizes how the brigade com-
mander might array his combat, CS, and CSS assets to cross the
line of departure (LD). The staff next arrays *unit ain-bknlc

depicting all the 1st Brigade assets on the wargaming map. This
process repeats itself for each of the division major subordinate
commands and division troops. The sequence of action-reaction-
counteraction now begins.

The division staff uses this sequence for any type of ooer-
ation, but, as an example, I will use an attack. The staff
begins by first visualizing the brigades and their subordinate
battalions in their initial positions and then moving the repre-
tentative unit symbols on the map to the LD. The staff focuses
on those actions the subordinate units must take to accomplish
movement to the LD. The staff simultaneously considers all ele-
ments of the offensive framework (deep, close, rear, flank secu-
rity, and reserves to weight the main effort) and records all
actions taken by division and subordinate units across the
battlefield operating systems (command and control, maneuver,
fire support, intelligence and electronic warfare, mobility-
countermobility-survivability, combat service support, and air
defense) using a recording technique. Once each action is deter-
mired for moving to the LD, the second part of the sequence
begins--the enemy reaction.

The enemy reaction considers all possible enemy force5 the
se identifies that could counterattack the division. it is
important to use all enemy assets avai'able sc the friendly
course of action can be adequately tested. The staff records
enemy actions on the same document as the friend&y actions. This
leads into the third part of the sequence--the counteraction.
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Appnndix B: United States Army Wargaming Process (continued)

The staff now examines wnat actions the division heacquart-
mrs takes in response to the enemy reaction. Some examples cf
counteractions might be shifting of priority of fires from one
brigade to another or jamming enemy command and control nets.
The G3 allocates assets to execute the counteraction arna a.sts
them in the same fashion as in the action and reaction sequence.
The analysis of moving to the LD is now complete. The analys:s
continues in the same manner until the division reaches its
objective. The process then restarts with a different enemy

situational template but with the same friendly course of action.
War gaming continues until all friendly and enemy courses of
action are analyzed.
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Appendix C. U.S. Army Wargame Methods.
Reference: United States Army Command and General Staff College

Student Text 100-9, ITchnioues and Procedures For Tactical Deci-
aiow ahina, 1991, pps. 4-2, 4-3.

St•p 5. Sekne a wr garre me•tod. A number of
teolques can be vse to orgamnze the area to be
analyzed. Three possible methods arwe th Ivee--
dep techniques. the belt tec"ue, end the box
tIshrdquo, Th•se am explained below:

1. Av*enu4n-dopth technique. This. technique
fo ses oan One avenue at a ti starting wt the
mein eflot. It is a good technique to use for offensive
coumes ot scion or In the defense wher canaizing

2. Belt technique. This techniquo divides the
battlefield into e that run the width of tde sector;
it analyzea the sbcomponent battles sequentially
across e Width Of tme SeO. Thais the poWfened
method as it ensure SenulaneOga O•fsideatiOd of
al forces that could a a particular event. The ex-
act shape of the belt is based on analysis of the bat.
teelOW. Any ce may include more mr one ,nucal
event

In the offense, the planner considers the assault
or penetMn phase. me exploitation phase. and. fi-
nally. the pursui phasi. In the defense. he examines
In sequence th battle in the covering force area, in
mte baft atirel (MSA". and. finally, in the roar
sies This tech•n•iu is most affective when the tar-
in is broken wo weOldelined cross compertienta. It

islpla grind in use * the operation is phiased oni-
oudee enipfiou assAls vr crossins. armobie•
and arborne operations or titthe enemy is in claarly
defind belt or echelons. Belts can be drawn Odl&-
coa v or even overlappMg one another for compVt
vsuehasioOf ohld bates.

Whon atme Is elict. a modified belt technique
ma be used. The modMi technique. In both the of-
fese and defense, divides the battlefield into not
more than three sequential. but not neesusry adlja-
cent or overlapping, belts that run the width of the
sector and focus on actions troughout th depth of
mhe We of operations.

As a mWanim. the belts should include initial
contaict either alon fte lin of departure (LD). line of
cntact (IC), or in Die covering force area; initial
pengeasion or Irmtal contact along the FEB&. and
passage of the reserve or commitment of a

a. Box technique. The box technique is a
m•manslyms of a few cticeal area, such a an
e•gagmenet area, a nver.crossingi ste, or a flank
avenue ot ap~ into the sector. The planner
isolates the area and focuses de battle in that tWaim
area. "ths tediniqum is iss time consumirn. An initial
fliuiftpoon is mde" that the fianly units can handle

~ti of the situations W on balttlefieild and the
paine can f$c on the most essential fas. This
technique is useful if thp task is apparent: e0g.. attack
or counterattack of a major enemy unit. This
technique is used when time is extreoiely limited such
a ina hasty stack.

You may use these techniques aepaistely or in
combeifon. or you may use your own rmthod.
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Append~ix D. U.S. Army Wargare Recording Techniques.

Reference: United States Army Command ard General Staff Ccllege

Student Text 100-9, Techniques and Proced•ures For Tact-:al Deci-
sionmakina, 19-1, pps. 4-4 to 4-6.

NARRATIVE WAR GAME
CORPS DEFENSE

O1rnIAL EVENT: Caa Qountae'uack-1t-Ux I

Ste Wiow-on tank dvision appradtmo the FLOT. t MBA uits will both have Ifouah signft•cat fights but
M hA waldlMnjn lc k, the FERK The threat will orobably comxA the tank dMisn along the avenue that

has po4iuti e*-, r s--is icart risumlt. We f.., that .i: wdi b .•. og the everve rutt to tme nnelt of the

vitiaon-sep mech Woe boundary. The e4BA division may have sufficient combat power to dafeat this tank divi-
sion if Oie dis1n efts of the corps deep operations campaign have been succiasul. WVfIe we hope that
Ithis will be doe cas. we feed that tf threet is most likely to penetrate our defenses vic Otj BLUE. The coeps
couitetltnck for-e. Div (.). wil plan a counterattack to destroy any torcr making a signhficant penetration t•io
Ithis a. A@ this iS the are where we fedil thieat will more tha likely come, we are wel prepared for it by
th int pl.'emeilt of the counterattaCk force. The MBA division will support the counterattack by holding 11t
shoulders of this pffieration. The penetration will be shaped So that the div (-) atacks the southern flank while

"the M•A div blunts die esnitration. At the conclubion of this operation, the or•ps will d*fend aion &"I FEBA
with ft MBA div in the noettf. tMe corps counterattack force, div (.), in the Center. and the sep Mnacfh bide In the

south. Prionty of engineer supponr to the MBA div to Prep positions to hold the shoulders of the oenetration.

then to einsure mobility of the counteoratack force. Mvn bdo be prgparsei to support counterattack into 00t
BLUE. ADA pinonty to protecting the move of the counterattack force. IEW assels confirm the commitment ot
the tra mt Ot BLUE, idenify aty follow-on forceis.
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Appencliix D. U.S. Army Wargamo Recc-raveig Techniq~ues tzc~tinufra).

WA" GAMM WORMAHM

cam Dofmha
CUIRICAL SVuwrM Covlag Vma 3ih-3a

foý ACrMO ZIACTION CO4WCRAMONC AMIM TIME RZMA*I

I i. Mýba M Cund" VMS wi 11" C"AMM 40d456M19 ACI. wwwsaY M46 CPA s~mo be
30.I AWQ e am gep is mm,4m Sp a.., k. ar W4 to I,..umoasOwve OMNa. evrgfmw a~, d~.1 fv 10. V ben*PA H-7 Mlu M IPS to

baimmi. mw sa Una TA hame ,w- Mein - Mam I.AA
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Appendix D). U. S. Army Wargarne Reccerdirv Techniques (continuec)

SYNCHRONIZATION MATRI-Diviuion Otfena.
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Appendix E. U.S. Army Decision Matrix.
Reference: United States Army Commariu anid General Staff Col~lege
Student Text 106-9, Techniaues~and Procedures For Tacticai Deci-

sionmaking, 19951, p. 4-11.

COURSES OF ACTIONS

CRITERIA WIS I ~ 2

SIII~ ~ 2) -'a 4

96

4

3 43

o~ual4 4

'Catotes ase any facor tha oertain to the mnision (otoi Soud
spedkt alementi of commmnders guidance. battlefield opeating
COMM, We tIet of Meund Settle, OCOUCAcritica events). They may te
"nasind by either the coammander or Stott. it the Criteria are
qualitativey Vie .me fr eamh cawn of onion, they may not reed to
hedayod.

JCowur of anion we thorn0 tatme selct for war gaming
RIte WAClndp PAN ofICers &$Sign numerIa VaOWS for each

Ottteio aWfte thWcWrW of acto awe war gameod. These value refett
Va relaive advantage or disadvantages of each criteriont for each cosin
Of cation, in the 9eIMa01l 00"v. Cours of acton 3 Is ~ery the bma.

4Tft w bmm s are tIle to providle a sujet~oive evaiuartion of trie
ISeaw orse of antion without wvlghtig one crteron ve another.

5lhOsd ONe cowrunfanr desir to emphasiz one crtegrion as ore~
impootant tha ancother he " asi W wliS to 0w@ critero OWase n

fl M eIgMt muMAllIed by the inItlty assignd VAor In eac

'n% rs WAMO totale to Provide1 a ieW cours Of acnion base
on wM"ht WassgO by the commanoar.
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Appendix F. Weighting of Intelligence Indicators.

Reference: United States Army Field Manual 34-3, Intelligence

analysis, 1990, pps. 6-1 to 6-13.

WEIGHTING INOICATORS

Weighting indicatore helps resolve ambiguity. in combat, intelligence
analyst$ usually are confronted with conflicting indicators. Enemy forces
may portray patterns associated with attack, defense, and delay
Simultanoously. Conflicting Indicators result from--

D eliberate deception.

a Sadexecution.

* Temporary Indeolslon.

* Transition between missions.

* Random activity.

* Incomplete or Inaccurate Information.

* fltiuity of the indlOtor itself.

When confronted with arbiguoue or conflicting indicators, analysts
weigh SmOW indicators more heavily then others to determine the enemy's
actual intent. This is not a problem at simple mathar.tatics. ThE en"y's
actual course of action may not have the moot Indicators. Analysts
develop a methodology for identifying those indicators which are most
highly characteristic of a course of action. There are several teohniques
which. Individually or In combinatlon. assit In this process.

Origin of the indicator

One technique of determining the enemy'o intent Is to consider the
origin of the Indicator; that Is. the reason why the enemy force presents
a particular pattern or tip-off. In brief, all Indicators stem from
either military logic, doctrinal training, organizati nal constraints.
bureaucratic constraints, or the personality of the enemy cammander.

Military Leait. Military logic Implies, and military experts agree, that
solutions to many military problelm are obvious. For oxUepi5, all modern
armies employ artillery forward for ettaok and echeloned in-depth for
defense. Violation of military logic usually Implies the lose of combat
power or support at s-me critical point during an operation.

Ooctrinal Training. A nation's tactical doctrine includes military logic
and men more. Most doctrine begins where military logic ends. Military
experts sometimes disagree on the ideal solution to a specific military
Problem. For example, US and Soviet doctrine agree on deploying artillery
forward in the attack, while they disagree on using artillery in a direct
fire role. Just as terrain and weather are physical constraints on the
snomy's adoption of a course of action, enemy doctrine and training are
mental constraints. Soviet emphasis on detailed, repetitive training Is
designed to Inbreed a sort Of reflex action which enhances the value of
doctrinal indicators. Though Individual comnanders display more or less
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Appendix F. Weighting Of Intelligence Indicators (continued).

imagination and creativity In its application, Indicatora based on
dootrine end training are generally reliabla.

Orasnizotional Constraints. Organizational structure represents a special
case of doctrine. The Ideal composition of a division (size,
organization, weapons, and organic support) ia debatable. The military
experts have resolve& this Issue in radically different ways.
Organization influences include a nation's strategic comintments. economio
resOurces, geography. threat perceptions. historiocl experience,
alliances, personnel and equipmei~t resources, and a myriad of other
factors. The tactical organization resulting from these tactors causes
Identifiable patterns to develop when eimloyed. A US division generally
hae three sublordinate maneuver headquarters contrasted with four in a
Soviet division. end diiterencas in the composition and structure of the
division base imposes distinct patterns concerning US and Soviet
operations.

Sureaucretic Constraints. Identifying buresucratic Constraints Of a
source of indicators shows that millta.'y units are large organizations and
must establish routines and SOPs to function efficiently. This Imposes
patterns in planning, execution, logistics support. end other activities.
Though there are general similarities in routines and procedures of
comparable units, there are likely to be significant variations which can
be Identified and exploited locally.

Personalitv of the Commander. The enemy commander is the final source of
Indicators. Each Cci.mandar hat a unique history of p:rzonal training.
experience, success, failure, and Idiosyncrasles. Many are creatures of
habit, prone to repeat what has worked In the past; others are oreative
and Innovative. All are captives of their experience to some degree. It
ie the comImander who must apply and mix mHitary logic, doctrine, and
organization to accomplish the mission. The comander's personality la
one major source of deviation from established doctrinal norms. The
Importance of personality Is recognized In that biographic intelligence is
a major component of strategic Intelligence. US tactical 0 doctrine
leassiflea personality as a subcategory under misoeilansous factors.

in general, Indicators are weighed, with the role of the commander
being considered a variable. In the case of a strong, innovative. or
eccentric commander (Patton or Romnsl). personality is more important than
doctrine or training; while the personality of a methodical, traditional
commander ranks last.

Prinoiple of Mass Indloators

Another technique iS to weigh the Indicators whiolo reflect or are
based on the principle of mass. Military units normally Conduct dsocption
operations with the same force constraints In which they accomplish their
actuaI mission. The enemy commander often conducts deception with the
least outlay of scares resources. Indicators based on a major confirmed
commitment of combat resources are more likely to reflect the true
situation. In a nuclear envIroTrimnt, massing Is not required to achieve a
favorable combat power ratio; thus, mass is not a reliable indicator.



Appendix F. Weighting of Iriteliigence Indicators (continued).

Analysts identify the enemy' capability to concentrate tires of potential
fluilear Opi Ivory aystems.

Other Indicators

The last technique Is to weight those Indicators which are most
diffleult to take.

Quantify Probable Relationsh=p. Quantity the probable relationship
between the presence of specific indicators and the onemy's adoption of a
particular course of action. if the enemy cormander intends to adopt a
particular course Of action, what is the probability that a speciflt
indIcator is present? The ansmler Is subjective. but It is based on the
anolyst'a knowledge of and experience with the enemy, the analyst.s
professional judgment, and to some degree, the mathematical probability of
specific indicators associated with enemy courses of aclOfn.

Anelyz.eLthe Time SeqUence of Events. It takes time for an enemy force to
prepare. move. and execute an operation. Time, moesa and spece
relationships are a mejor tool in exposing deception. Since deception Is
often conducted with the I sat outlay of Combat reeources, close analysis
of information from different sources which report on the swum iocation.
at the some time, or Ooncernilng the saen enemy unit may reveal significant
discrepanoie.

AsMeas the Enmyw'. Conmbat Effectiveness. Such assessment* are based on an
analysis of both tangible and Intangible factors. Tangible factors
Include pereohnel and equipment strength. Intangible factors Include
wirnlr. training, political reliability, and other faotors. While combat
effectiveness bears directly on a unit's capabilities and prbablie courses
of aotion, there is no Scientific method of determini• g it. It requires
the analyst's subjective judgment of the Impact of both the tangible and
intangible ?fators.

WANAMING FRIENDWLY AND ENEMY CAPABILITIES

Consider the enemy 62's perception of the friendly force. Though
enemy capabilities exist Independently of their assessment af friendly
foroe, the enemy's choice of alternative courses of action does not.
Dotermine the enemy's perceptiOn of friendly capabilities through analyis
of the collection capabilities. known collection activities, and
inadvertent disclosure$ by friendly forces which might have been monitored
by enemy Intelligence. Detailed analysis of potential disclosure enables
the analyst to partially reconstruct the enemy 03's working SITMAP.

Mlentally wargame advantages and disadvantages of identified enemy
capabilities from the enemy commander's point of view. This iI a valuable
analytloal technique, but potentially dangerous It It becomes
mirror- inging.

Avoid preconceptioos. The analyst must remeamber that the objective is
not to prove a prior judgment. Experience suggests that preconceptions
are the analyst's principal nemesis. Even If the techniques reogmmended
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Appendix F. Weighting of Intelligence Indicators Lcontinued).

above are creatively employed, there is a danger that the analyst who has
reached and expressed a preliminary Judgment unconaloiouvi begins to seek
and weigh evidence which confirme the Initial eatimate end diemiease or
pauses over inconeistent or conflicting intormation. The analyst should
not be concerned about the answer, as long as it is the right answer. The
analyst reserves judgment. maintains objectivity, remains aware ot

uncertainties, tolerates dillsent. and Constantly tests working theory
against available evidence. Where practical, the analyst considers
establishing a •devil's advocate" System to teat, challenge, and think the
unthinkable.
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Appendix G. Soviet Nomogram.
Reference: Fundamentals of Tactical Command and Controi, 1977,
p.210
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00 Payof f

For the payoff model above, absolute uncertainty and certainty
are opposite poles. In decision-making theory, the absolutes are
seldom used. An ultra-conservative decision has minuscule pay-
offs and is deomed inappropriate, while the ultra-optimistic
decision fails to consider losses and is overly audacious. Thus,
decision-makers tend to balance between being too conservative
and too bold. Which side of the balance point one uses depenos
upon available information regarding an opponent. For example,
if all one can discern are enemy capabilities, then most deci-
sion-makers choose the best of the worst cases by Using the maxi-
min model, or somewhere between ultra-conservative and the bal-
ance point. The subsequent payoff is not as good when compared
to a decision using intentions, but it is safer due to limited
enemy information. In this case, moving further to the right rot
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